<EH_Dave> Hello, everyone, and welcome to Flashpoint. I’m Dave Slusher, your host for tonight’s
show, and our guest is author George R. R. Martin. Welcome, George! To begin with, why don’t
you give us the broad picture of your A Song of Ice and Fire series.
<George_RR_Martin> That’s a huge question… I could be typing for the next two hours. Six
books, for a start. Six big books. A blend of epic fantasy and historical fiction in tone. A cast of
thousands. And ulimited budget for special effects. What else can I tell you, Dave?

<EH_Dave> That will get us started. Why did you decide to write a series that is such a big
commitment? Did you or do you have second thoughts?
<George_RR_Martin> It was only three books when I started… it grew on me. But after ten years
in Hollywood, pinching every word to deliver 60-page scripts, I wanted to do something big,
something where I didn’t need to sweat the budget.

<Granny> With the way people die in your books, will anyone be alive by the last one?
<George_RR_Martin> No one will be alive by the last book. In fact, they all die in the fifth. The
sixth book will be just a thousand-page description of snow blowing across the graves…

<EH_Dave> Was it an adjustment to come back to novels after the time in Hollywood? The work is
lonelier I’d imagine.
<George_RR_Martin> It was a relief to come back to books. My last couple of Hollywood
experiences were ugly ones, and I left feeling bitter and tired.

<EH_Dave> How much of the work of writing A Clash of Kings was character creation? You have
a big cast to fill.
<George_RR_Martin> Character creation is always a huge part of it, obviously. With a series as
large as this one (it’s really seven or eight novels twined together) the really hard part is coming up
with ways to make each character memorable & different from all the others. Each POV character
needs their own voice, but also their own cast of supporting characters. It can be tough.
Fortunately I remember my characters much better than I do real people.

<EH_Dave> How does it affect the writing when both “good” and “bad” characters are viewpoints?
Does it blur the lines between them?
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<George_RR_Martin> I want to blur those lines. I like to paint in shades of grey, not blacks and
whites. Someone once said the villain is the hero of the other side. I wanted to reflect that. So many
fantasies have villains who are cardboard cutouts. Lord Blackness or King Evil or the Monstrous
One or somesuch. Feh.

<EH_Dave> You do a good job of presenting characters that are sympathetic, yet you still root
against.
<George_RR_Martin> Glad you think so. When I write a POV, after all, I am trying to put you in
that person’s head so you will presumably empathize with them, at least while reading the chapter.

<EH_Dave> Do you empathize with them all equally during writing them?
<George_RR_Martin> While writing them? Sure. Then I switch POVs and switch sides. I do have
my favorite characters, of course. Tyrion, Arya, Jon… but I love them all. Even the ones I kill.

<EH_Dave> Let’s talk about Tyrion. He really blossoms during A Clash of Kings.
<George_RR_Martin> Well, it helps that he has more chapters than anyone else. When I began A
Game of Thrones, I figured I’d have the same number of chapters for each character, but I soon
discovered that would never work. Some had to be more equal than others. Ned is the dominant
character in the first book; Tyrion in the second. Tyrion is one character I find very easy to write,
as well. The hardest characters are Jon and Dany – in part because they are so removed from the
main action, and in part because their chapters have the heaviest “magic quotient”. As I have said
in other interviews, the magic needs to be handled very carefully.

<EH_Dave> These books walk a fine line – they could be too magical for historical buffs, and not
magic enough for fantasy buffs. Did that concern you?
<George_RR_Martin> Sure it did. I had fallen through stools before in my career… most notably
with The Armageddon Rag, which wasn’t horrible enough for the horror fans, nor mysterious
enough for the mystery fans… and the rock ‘n’ roll fans evidently don’t read books… so no one
bought it, though it got all kinds of great reviews.

<EH_Dave> And yet, many of us before the chat began were commenting on how much we liked
that novel. It does have its fans.
<Fourthman> Wow!
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<George_RR_Martin> Yes, the nine people who read it all love it. You must all be here tonight.

<Zer0hour> Here here!
<EH_Dave> Getting back to A Clash of Kings, one way these books seem different to me than
similar fantasies is the prevalence of consequences. All actions have repercussions here. Many
fantasies don’t.
<George_RR_Martin> Fortunately, A Song of Ice and Fire won’t have that problem. Many
fantasies after Tolkien have been terrible, of course. There are terrific writers, don’t get me wrong.
Tad Williams, Robin Hobb, Ursula K. Le Guin, Jack Vance, Guy Gavriel Kay, and others have
done wonderful work in the fantasy field. But a lot of it does read like they boiled all the good stuff
out of The Lord of the Rings and kept what was left.

<EH_Dave> As a reader, I have much more of a stake in the novel when I know your characters are
playing for keeps. They can come through trials or die suddenly.
<George_RR_Martin> I confess, I have always been partial to killing someone important early on,
so the readers know you are playing for keeps. We did it on Beauty and the Beast, and we did it in
Wild Cards. And of course I have done it here. I wish Tolkien had done more of it. Gandalf should
have stayed dead.

<EH_Dave> Let’s talk about the idea of myths and legends. It seems that in a way these books are
about events becoming mythical, the stuff of songs. Is that by design or did it just work that way?
<George_RR_Martin> Well, my work has always explored the tension between romance and
reality – between the legend and the fact that underlies the legend. That theme is there even in my
earliest short stories.

<EH_Dave> Much of the action seems to occur offstage, and get related to the reader by another
character, who may or may not be lying or exaggerating. In some ways, the event is already legend
at that point.
<George_RR_Martin> Uhm. Well, I’d argue with the “much of”. I try to have the most important
action on stage. At the same time, I don’t want to seem as if I’m doing rehashes. In A Game of
Thrones, for instance, there were three important battles fairly close together, and I wrestled with
how to do those. I finally chose three different approaches. The first battle (the Green Fork) was
fully dramatized. The second (the Whispering Wood) was presented by someone who heard the
battle more than saw it… summarized rather than dramatized, relying on only one sense. The final
battle (the Camps) was presented in dialogue, when a courier reported the result to Lord Tywin.
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That way, I hoped, the reader would not feel as they were slogging through endless passages of
swords slashing, horses screaming, and axes crunching on skulls. (Not that I mind that stuff, of
course.)

<Fourthman> Please excuse my 3 or 4 questions. Syrio, will he be back? Or was he Jaqen H’Ghar?
Will The Armageddon Rag be back in print? If you can’t answer any of these, could you please tell
the New Orleans/Ray Bradbury A Game of Thrones signing story?
<George_RR_Martin> The Armageddon Rag will be reissued. Bantam has bought up four of my
old novels, and will be rereleasing Windhaven, Dying of the Light, Fevre Dream, and The
Armageddon Rag over the next four years. In that order.

<Fourthman> Great!
<George_RR_Martin> If anyone can’t wait for the old books, I have remainder copies of many of
my old books that I’d be glad to sell. Just email me at GeoRR@aol.com.
As for the signing story, it was St. Louis, not New Orleans. Too hard to tell a funny story in this
format, I’m afraid.

<Fourthman> No prob, I liked Stephen Leigh’s version, I thought you might want to share it.
<Renly> Why only 75,000 first run on A Game of Thrones?
<George_RR_Martin> Was that it? I don’t know. Publishers move in mysterious ways.

<Granny> Are you trying to say something to the reader by drilling into us how much Arya and Jon
love each other?
<George_RR_Martin> “Say something to the reader?” No, I’m just reporting how the characters
feel. Of course, everything in the book says something to the reader.

<Charmayne> Mr. Martin, I was under the impression that Rhaegar raped Lyanna. Did he, or were
they in love?
<George_RR_Martin> Rhaegar and Lyanna – well, that’s a revelation that will need to wait for
later volumes. But if you’re uncertain about it, I am glad. One thing I wanted to do was suggest the
uncertainty of truth. I mean, think about it – in our own world, we don’t even know what happened
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between Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemmings – or between Bill Clinton and Paula Jones, for that
matter. The truth of Rhaegar and Lyanna may be similarly elusive… for a time.

<Charmayne> Mr. Martin, I just wanted to say that I have never been so effected by the death of a
character as I was by Ned’s death. I couldn’t get over it. Thank you for writing such an absorbing
series with characters that you really feel that you know.
<George_RR_Martin> Thank you, Charmayne.

<Ran> If the Kingsguard forswear wives or inheritances, how can Jaime Lannister be heir to
Casterly Rock?
<George_RR_Martin> Simple answer: Lord Tywin is in denial. If he admitted that Jaime wasn’t
heir, he’d have to admit that Tyrion was. And that he has a hard time swallowing.

<Zer0hour> Mr. Martin, where did you get the idea to split up the chapters as you do?
<George_RR_Martin> The idea for the structure closely parallels our Wild Cards series of mosaic
novels… only I write all the parts.

<Revanshe> Will we see more of Robb Stark? What about Ser Loras? I hear that there will be more
romance in the next book. Is this true?
<George_RR_Martin> Romance? Uhm… well, there will be, lessee, one, two, three, maybe four
weddings in A Storm of Swords. But how much romance will accompany them is tougher.

<ChrisK> And a funeral?
<Revanshe> LOL, Chris.
<George_RR_Martin> Robb has a bigger role in A Storm of Swords than in A Clash of Kings.
He’s onstage more, that is. But not as a POV character; he appears in Cat’s chapters.
ChrisK, you nailed it, actually.
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<Linda> Do (or did) the Dornishmen follow gods other than those of the First Men or the Andals,
because of the Rhoynar? If so, does this have anything at all to do with the ruling Martell of Dorne
calling him or herself Prince or Princess?
<George_RR_Martin> The Dornishmen may have a few odd gods lying about, but they were pretty
much assimilated by intermarriage, so the Seven dominate down there too. The “prince” was the
style of the ruler of their original cities, along the Rhoyne River.

<dwiff> Not that I don’t adore A Song of Ice and Fire, but any future plans for Wild Cards?
<George_RR_Martin> We are talking about a Wild Cards revival, but nothing is definite.

<JoHn> If offered would you participate in another Legends type anthology? Or would something
like have to wait until the series is finished?
<George_RR_Martin> If SIlverberg did another Legends and asked me in again, sure, I’d love to
do the next tale of Dunk&Egg.

<Tam> How do you choose POV for a scene or chapter? Gut instinct? The character who has the
most to lose? Most to gain? Suffering the most?
<George_RR_Martin> In some cases, there’s only one choice. Just now, the characters are widely
spread. In other cases, yes, I look to see which character gives me the most potential drama. It can
be tricky, because there’s so much secrecy going around. Each character really has different
information that the others. But emotional impact is certainly in the forefront.

<Razib> Were the Andals, First Men, and Rhoynar based on any real world peoples (any particular
different European peoples)? (The Dothraki seem to be Mongol/Turk, for instance.)
<George_RR_Martin> There’s no one-for-one correspondence. Even with the Dothraki. Sure, they
are based in part on Mongols and Turks, but also on the Huns, the Alans, and other peoples, and
part of them is purely imaginative. The same with the other peoples. I read a lot of history,
certainly, and I borrow from it. But I don’t like to simply change the names and write it down
verbatim. I fiddle instead – change this, mix X with Y, give this twist to the history and that to the
culture, imagine a different king or a different religion. It makes things more unexpected.

<Ghost> Is Jaime’s remark about a certain kindness connected to Tysha? Was the assassin of Bran
supposed to be caught?
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<George_RR_Martin> Ghost, you will need to look to future volumes for those answers.

<Wenci> Which character, for you, is the easiest to write? Why? Who is the most difficult?
<George_RR_Martin> Tyrion is easiest. Hardest are Jon and Dany. Bran is hard as well… in part
because of his age.

<dwiff> With references to aurochs, direwolves, and “winter is coming”, are we to read any Earth
prehistory into these books? Like the ice ages?
<George_RR_Martin> No, it’s a secondary world, like Tolkien’s Middle Earth. No link to “our”
earth.

<RMBoye> Simple question, really – will we ever find out what happened to the “Wetnurse”,
Tyrek?
<George_RR_Martin> Yes, you will. I try not to leave too many loose ends. But sometimes you
need to wait.

<Fere> Mr. Martin, very addictive books, thank you very much. And also, to defend rock ‘n’ roll
fans, we do know how to read. Now as for my question, will Barristan Selmy be back and play an
important role?
<George_RR_Martin> Yes, Ser Barristan will be back.

<Renly> Any plans to write more history about the A Song of Ice and Fire series, focusing on
Robert and Ned taking the crown? Or Aegon the Conqueror?
<George_RR_Martin> Renly, no, I doubt I will write about those periods. I will do more
Dunk&Egg, though.

<LEX_N_DC> Lots of sex, some seems gratuitously graphic, but some of it helps the story. Is it all
necessary?
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<George_RR_Martin> I don’t know that I agree that anything in the book is “gratuitous”. What I
try to do, when I write, is to put my readers there, to immerse them in the story rather than just tell
them about it. To do that, you need sensory input, and a lot of it – sights and sounds and also
feelings and smells and tastes. A few people have said that there is gratuitous violence, but how else
to tell what a battle feels like? Others have talked about gratuitous sex, but the same answer
applies, in my mind. And for that matter, I have also been accused of gratuitous description of
clothing, gratuitous feasting, and gratuitous heraldry.

<RMBoye> Ehi, I like the descriptions of the clothing (and armor)!
<Revanshe> The food!
<Razib> Amen!
<George_RR_Martin> All I can say is, ehi – I like battles, I like feasts, I like heraldry and
pageantry… and yes, I like sex.

<Fourthman> Uhm feasting!
<George_RR_Martin> I am writing Joffrey’s wedding feast right now. Seventy-seven courses.

<Revanshe> 77 courses! Wow. (And I assume people are still starving.)
<xaosx> Mr. Martin, why does Westeros seem the only place effected by the Others and the long
winters? The other parts of the world seem not to care.
<George_RR_Martin> Westeros is not the only place affected, but it’s affected most strongly,
because it’s the only landmass that extends that far north. The other continent is bounded to the
north by an icy polar sea.

<Granny> Is there any chance that Jon could be released from his oaths of the nightwatch?
<George_RR_Martin> The great council would have released Aemon from his maester’s oath, so I
suppose it would be possible. With an appropriate authority.

<Ran> Why didn’t Aegon or his descendants conquer Dorne, given their dragons? Armies of two
kingdoms roasted, the North bending the knee, the Storm King slain, the Eyrie presumably bending
the knee, Harrenhal a charnel house? What makes Dorne so special?
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<George_RR_Martin> The Dornishmen were protected by their mountains, but also by their style
of fighting. They didn’t assemble huge armies to face Aegon (like the Two Kings), nor hole up in
impregnable castles (like Harren the Black). They melted away before the dragons, and returned to
snipe and murder when they could. Guerrilla warfare, in other words.

<Ran> Smart folk.
<George_RR_Martin> Though of course the word “guerrilla” won’t exist in the Seven Kingdoms.

<Fourthman> Will we get more (different) maps with each book? And do you have plans past A
Song of Ice and Fire? Besides Dunk&Egg stories I mean? Any more epics?
<George_RR_Martin> Yes, there will be new maps in every book.

<Fourthman> Yeah!
<George_RR_Martin> Past A Song of Ice and Fire… well, I have a million ideas. It depends on
which one I fall in love with along about 2006 or so.

<Fourthman> Which one are you dating?
<George_RR_Martin> I date ‘em all.

<Zer0hour> Why are your books released in Australia and England before the U.S.?
<George_RR_Martin> They aren’t, usually. A Clash of Kings was a special case. Harper rushed
it; Bantam did not. With A Game of Thrones the US edition was first.

<LindaElane> Could you please name the seven kingdoms?
<George_RR_Martin> The seveng kingdoms usage of course dates from the time of Aegon the
conqueror. At that time, there was the King in the North (1), the King of Mountain and Vale (2), the
King of the Rock (3), the King of the Reach (4), the Storm King (5), the King of the Iron Islands,
who also ruled the riverlands (6), and the kingdom of Dorne, which was ruled by a prince (7).
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<Revanshe> Can you give us any information on how the seasons got to be the way they were, or
will we find out later? Was Renly gay? Was Hodor born with his mental deficiency or did an
accident cause it?
<George_RR_Martin> All those answers will need to be found in the books. Sorry.

<Revanshe> Looking forward to it :)
<Linda> In The Hedge Knight, plate armor seemed less predominant than in A Game of Thrones.
Steffon Fossoway went into the Trial of Seven with just a hauberk. Is this just my reading, or did
you mean to show a progression in technology over that 100 year span?
<George_RR_Martin> Steffon may just have preferred his hauberk. Or may not have owned better.
No major changes in armor were intended.

<JoHn> I heard the next book will not have a POV by Theon. Is this true? And does this mean that
he is dead?
<George_RR_Martin> It is true that his POV will not be present in A Storm of Swords. This does
not mean he’s dead – but it doesn’t mean he’s alive either.

<Stroh> It’s been mentioned that there will be a period of around five years between the events of A
Storm of Swords and A Dance with Dragons. One rather obvious reason is to allow Dany’s dragons
to grow. Any other reasons that can be disclosed?
<George_RR_Martin> Dany’s dragons – and the kids! When I began this project, I never intended
to write hundreds and thousands of words about a twelve-year-old, a ten-year-old, and an eightyear-old. I have to get Sansa, Arya, and Bran a little older or I’m going to go nuts. And Rickon too.
I didn’t even try to write from a three year old’s POV, but when he is a little older, he and Shaggy
will be back in the tale.

<ChrisK> Is there acid in this world?
<Zer0hour> Cute.
<George_RR_Martin> Acid in the seven kingdoms… well, who knows what’s in shade of the
evening?
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<SkyDancer> I attended your reading at Seattle’s University Bookstore. I very much enjoyed the
reading but did not have time to stay for the signing. Excellent work and I look forward to the next
(four is it?) books. How do you gauge the length of the series, and how often has it changed?
<George_RR_Martin> How do I gauge it? Well, very badly, judging by the fact that it has grown
from three books to six. I have changed twice. Once from three to four, then four to six. But it ends
there! Six! Six! Six!

<Snark> Any plans or interest for a RPG based around A Song of Ice and Fire? Do you still have
time for gaming?
<George_RR_Martin> I still game with my friends. But we don’t play our books. Right now we’re
gaming ancient Rome in a game Walter Jon Williams is running.

<LEX_N_DC> The depth of your books really creates quite a draw, much like Robert Jordan’s. Do
you think you’ll develop the same kind of following? Do you think you might have the same
problems with the length of the series that he has? And finally, besides dragons, can we expect to
see any other fantastical creatures?
<George_RR_Martin> Well, I hope I will end up with as many readers as Jordan, certainly. I want
all I can get. I have talked about the length question; my story ends with book six. As for fantastic
creatures, well, there have been manticores and basilisks in Dany’s chapters, and of course I have
brought in extinct animals, like direwolves and mammoths. Likely I will have more of both.

<Granny> Do Targaryens become immune to fire once they “bond” to their dragons?
<George_RR_Martin> Granny, thanks for asking that. It gives me a chance to clear up a common
misconception. Targaryens are not immune to fire! The birth of Dany’s dragons was unique,
magical, wonderous, a miracle. She is called The Unburnt because she walked into the flames and
lived. But her brother sure as hell wasn’t immune to that molten gold.

<Revanshe> So she won’t be able to do it again?
<George_RR_Martin> Probably not.
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<RMBoye> Will Lady Greyjoy make an appearance? And I must know, what did Lady Stark do
with Brienne’s sword? Give Jaime a haircut? Take off an ear?
<George_RR_Martin> Well, I’m certainly not going to spoil my cliffhanger… sorry. Next book will
tell you. I have no plans to bring in Lady Greyjoy, why?

<RMBoye> Just curious.
<George_RR_Martin> I can’t drag everyone in the seven kingdoms on stage, after all.

<Pati> You mentioned role-playing games, and I know you ran a medieval game a while back. Did
that help to inspire you for the A Song of Ice and Fire series?
<George_RR_Martin> No, I was already writing A Game of Thrones before I began that medieval
campaign. However, I may one day use that very different world from the game for a second fantasy
series. That’s years away, though.

<Ran> Ashara Dayne is described as having violet eyes. Is this from a marriage to the Martells after
Daeron II’s sister married into that line, thus giving them some Targaryen features? From other
Valyrian descendants? And, uhm, mind telling us the Dayne banner (emblem and field)? The Sword
of the Morning and his sister has caught my imagination.
<George_RR_Martin> I would have to consult my notes to tell you the Dayne arms. Offhand I
don’t recall. As for the violet eyes… look, Elizabeth Taylor has violet eyes, and she’s not of
Valyrian descent (that I know). Nor is she related to Aegon the Conquerer. Many Swedes have blue
eyes, but not all those with blue eyes are Swedes, and not all Swedes have blue eyes. The same
confusions exist in the Seven Kingdoms.

<Ran> So many banners, I was shooting in the dark. And I was actually arguing that she was a Liz
Taylor type. Thanks.
<George_RR_Martin> If you want to figure out a family’s descent, the names are a better clue than
the eyes. Houses descended from the First Men tend to have simple short names, often descriptive.
Stark. Reed. Flint. Tallhart (tall hart). Etc. The Valyrian names are fairly distinct are well: The
“ae” usage usually suggests a Valyrian in the family tree. The Andal names are… well, neith Stark
nor Targaryen, if that makes sense. Lannister. Arryn. Tyrell. Etc. Of course, you also need to
remember that there have been hundreds and in some cases thousands of years of interbreeding, so
hardly anyone is pure Andal or First Man.
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<Revanshe> There is some question as to what “A Song of Ice and Fire” refers to. Some people
think it dwells on elements, such as the Wall and Others and dragons, while others think it refers
more to a character or characters, the favored one being Jon. Any comments?
<George_RR_Martin> No comments on that one… except that I am known for titles that have
several meanings.

<Fourthman> How’s A Storm of Swords coming? Will the appendix expand and deflate with each
book? Thanks for weathering our questions, you’re the absolute best!
<George_RR_Martin> A Storm of Swords is coming very well, I think, and faster than A Clash of
Kings. Of course, there are still hundreds of pages yet to go, so I could always hit a bump in the
road. The appendix will change with each book, along with the maps.

<xx> I am curious with Tyrion having to deal with do much already why he needed to be scarred so
badly in battle.
<George_RR_Martin> Battles are dangerous. People get hurt in battles. Scarred, maimed, even
killed. Not in a lot of fantasy battles, admittedly. But I wanted mine to be different. Also… a very
minor aside here… from my years in Hollywood, it was always a pet peeve of mine how directors
are constantly filming medieval battle scenes where nobody wears their helms. (See Braveheart and
my own adaption of Zelazny’s The Last Defender of Camelot for two examples.) So maybe I wanted
to show what really happens if you take off your helm during a battle.

<Linda> Will we see or hear anything of the green men on the Isle of Faces? If not, what are they
like? Just a secluded order that’s never bothered, and has no role in the events of the Seven
Kingdoms?
<George_RR_Martin> The green men and the Isle of Faces will come to the fore in later books.
(Boy, it’s tough to sneak anything by you guys.)

<EH_Dave> OK, on that point we are going to have to call it a night. Thanks to everyone for
attending the chat, and thanks to George R. R. Martin for going above and beyond the call of duty.
You’ve really been great.
<Fourthman> Thank you, thank you, thank you!
<LEX_N_DC> Thanks for taking your time with us George, we’re looking forward to A Storm of
Swords!
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<Revanshe> Yes, Thank you so much for chatting with us!
<EH_Rob> George, thanks for being a great guest and for hanging in an extra half-hour.
<George_RR_Martin> It’s been a lot of fun. Thanks, everyone, for coming.

<EH_Rob> Bye, George. For Event Horizon, this is Rob Killheffer signing off! Good night!
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